
JOB INTERVIEWDos Don'ts
You can create

three glowing

darts of the

magical force.

Every dart hits a

particular creature

of your choice.

Even if the target is

in melee combat, 5e

magic missile can

strike unerringly. It

has less than total

cover or total

concealment.

At Higher Levels:

Suppose you cast

this spell using a

spell slot of 2nd level

or higher. This spell

creates one more

dart for each slot

above 1st.
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Duration:

Instantaneous

Magic Missile 5e

Classes

Wizard,

Sorcerer

Evocation

Level 1  
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Dungeons and Dragons

It isn't easy to single

out specific parts of a

creature. The spell

does not damage the

objects.

If you shoot multiple

magic missiles, you

end up striking a

single creature or

numerous creatures.

Casting

Time:

1 action

Range:

120 feet

Magic Missile 5e

is excellent to

keep around for

the auto-hit and

force damage.

Level 1

5e Magic missile

targets a creature and

does not require an

attack roll. Therefore, it

can easily bypass all

the images and always

hits the caster.

Components:

V, S

Come prepared with questions

based on your research of the

company, it indicates your

interest in the company.

Don’t wait until the very end

of the interview or for the

interviewer to ask if you have

any questions to ask about

the aspects of the job you

want to learn more about.

Instead, ask questions as the

conversation develops and

show initiative and confidence.

What

to Ask

If you use all the darts

against a single target,

damage applies to each

dart.

It may be tough to

avoid without the

shield spell.

Dungeons

& Dragons

of interviewers said that they wouldn’t offer the job to a

candidate if they had little knowledge of the company.

47%

Visit webnews21.com for more about Dungeons and dragons

DnD Spells List

enables your to

create your own

spellbook for your

character!

1d4 + 1
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